In the decay of the -c lepton into a spin one meson and a neutrino,
The laboratory momentum distribution of pions in the decay chain T -f PV, P -+ ~TIT reflects the polarization of the P meson and provides an experimental check of the nature of the decay current. This method requires the identification of the decay mode pv but does not depend on finding the T laboratory direction.
The nature of the current mediating the heavy lepton [ll decay has been convincingly established for the leptonic modes for which the v -A theory fits the electron and muon spectra [2, 3] . [7, 8] .
The angular distribution of the p in the T rest frame is given by
for helicities X = +l, and by
-f for helicity h = 0. Here, T-I is the charge of the T, s is a unit vector directed along its spin and g is the rest-frarep momentum. (MLp + (ML T -ML,) cosL fj) T (3) and appears in Figure 2 .
The marked anisotropy in Eq. (3) We acknowledge useful discussions with our. colleagues at SLAC. 
